
General 

0.0.0  Anything which is not expressly allowed is forbidden.  If the NKA Trakbook (rules) and/or 
the Las Vegas Karting Championship supplemental rules don’t say you can, you can’t.  On track, race 
procedure, scoring, etc. rules are to be interpreted by the Race Director.  Kart, motor, safety, etc. rules 
are to be interpreted by the Technical Inspector.  Competitors, parents, mechanics, etc. are not 
interpreters of any rule.  If there is a question regarding on track, race procedure, scoring, etc. rules, 
ask the Race Director for an interpretation before committing to any action.  If there is a question 
about kart, motor, safety, etc. rules, ask the Technical Inspector for an interpretation before using any 
item, modifying any item, supplementing any item, etc. before doing so.  IF THE RULES DON’T SAY 
YOU CAN, YOU CAN’T. 

Safety 

4.16.2.lv Tire warmers are NOT permitted. 

On Premise Regulations 

5.7.4  Any competitor who exits his/her kart on track during a qualifying session or race may 
not return to the track during that session.  The competitor is required to remove their kart from the 
racing action so as not to impede the session in a safe manner, if possible.  The competitor is required 
to locate to a safe location, if possible. 

Sprint Racing Kart 

7.1.5.lv  The minimum wheelbase for Junior and Senior classes is 39.75” (101.0 cm). 

7.1.14.4 Rear steel loop bumpers must be fully looped.  The space between frame rails must be 
covered with the bumper or a bumper bar. 

7.1.32.lv Transponders must be mounted a minimum of 12” behind the king pin(s). 

7.5.1.4.lv The maximum wheelbase for kid karts is 31.5”. 

7.5.1.5.lv The rear minimum track width is 39”, as measured to the outside of rim/tire. 

7.5.1.6.lv The rear bumper must cover at least half of the rear tires, but may not exceed the rear 
track width. 

7.5.1.11.lv The maximum air pressure for tires is 20 psi hot off the track, measured after a 
qualifying or race session. 

7.5.1.14.lv Comer C-51 (no C-50 parts) or Honda GX50 motors only allowed. 

100cc or less 2-Cycle Engines 

Comer 80cc (K-80 and W-80) 

10.3.2  Combustion Chamber Volume:  As per NKA specs, cc: 8.5 with L.A.D. gauge plus .200 
spacer, new style only; 7.5cc minimum old style (no L.A.D. gauge). 



10.3.6.lv The stock air cleaner/box, as provided by Comer, is required.  No aftermarket air 
cleaner/box is permitted.  The stock Comer clutch, with “Comer” stamp, is required and may NOT be 
modified.  The minimum width of clutch shoes and assembly is .650”.  The clutch shoe length minimum 
is 2.500” chord measurement.  The clutch spring maximum diameter is .430”, with a wire diameter in 
the .075”-.080” range.  The clutch springs must have 9 coils.  The clutch hub arms must be .885” 
minimum as measured from the edge of the mounting hole. 

10.3.13 The rod length must be in the 2.673”-2.683” range. 

10.3.14 Only one exhaust gasket is allowed.  The maximum thickness of the gasket is .060”.  The 
exhaust gasket must be whole and in place. 

10.3.15 Ceramic ball bearings or any type of exotic design bearings are not permitted. 

Comer C-51 

10.4.2.lv Only Dell’Orto jets stamped 54, 55, 56, 57, 58 are allowed.  Jets must pass .020” and 
.026” NO GO gauges. 

10.4.4.lv The flywheel key must be a minimum width of .073”. 

10.4.5.lv Only the K&N RC-1250 air filter is permitted, as an alternative to the stock filter. 

10.4.11 The modified Comer centrifugal clutch is allowed. 

10.4.12 Selettra flywheel (code 02.0004.662), weight 378-402 grams, marked “Selettra” may 
only be used with the Selettra coil C11.  The 2007 flywheel (manufacturers code FJ), weight 378-402 
grams may only be used with the 2007 coil 88301000343.  The coils and flywheels may not be 
interchanged. 

10.4.13 The piston must be OEM and stock appearing.  Both skirts must the same length +/- 
.015” both sides.  The minimum piston length from the bottom of the ring land to bottom of piston is 
1.210”.  No other modifications are allowed. 

10.4.14 The rings must be OEM, with a maximum gap of .040”. 

10.4.15 The seal brand is non-tech.  The seal spring must be in place.  Seals may not allow an air 
leak. 

10.4.16 Ceramic ball bearings or any type of exotic design bearings are not permitted. 

10.4.17 The crankshaft assembly, including the crank pin and wrist pin, must remain stock.  The 
total weight of the crankshaft compete with piston must fit in the range of 669-711 grams.  Polishing of 
journals to allow slip fit in bearings is allowed. 

10.4.18 The spark plug reach must be OEM (1/2”). 

10.4.19 The spark plug wire must be OEM.  The spark plug boot is non-tech. 



10.4.20 Only one exhaust gasket is allowed.  The maximum thickness of the gasket is .060”.  The 
exhaust gasket must be whole and in place. 

60cc/125cc “TAG” Engines 

11.2.lv  The engine may be required to start using the on-board starter system in post- 
qualifying or race technical inspection.  If after a reasonable time, the motor will not start with the on-
board starting system, a technical disqualification will be issued. 

Rotax FR125 

11.21.1 No interchanging of Rotax pre-Evo and Evo parts is allowed.  Rotax pre-Evo motors must 
use pre-Evo parts only.  Rotax Evo motors must use Evo parts only. 

IAME Parilla Leopard (2008 & before) 

11.22.16.lv The 30mm Junior Header is the required restriction. 

IAME Parilla Leopard MY09 

11.23.16.lv The 30mm Junior Header is the required restriction. 

IAME Mini Swift 60cc 

11.30   Mini Swift TAG Cadet 60cc: 

11.30.1 Stroke: 43.15mm maximum 

11.30.2 Bore: 42.10mm maximum 

11.30.3 Rod Length: 88mm 

11.30.4 Piston Type: Single Rail Ring 

11.30.5 Port Height (Maximum Degrees): 115.5 

11.30.6 Port Height LAD Tool:  

11.30.7 Cylinder Head Volume (cc): 7.0cc with LAD tool 

11.30.8 Minimum Squish: 0.025” 

11.30.9 Reed Thickness: n/a 

11.30.10 Ignition: Selettra (Analog 2 Poles) 

11.30.11 Timing:  

11.30.12 Clutch: Shoe non-adjustable IAME 

11.30.13 Carburetor: Tillotson HW-31A (17mm Venturi), must remain as supplied with conformity 
to IAME Mini Swift/Tillotson HW-31A pdf specifications.  Buttonhead screw in throttle plate is not 
allowed. 



11.30.14 Exhaust: OEM IAME Mini Swift, as per homologation file.  Excess leaking at manifold or 
joint is grounds for disqualification.  High temp silicone seal is recommended to minimize leaking.  
Exhuast gasket thickness minimum is 1.3mm. 

11.30.15 Airbox: OEM IAME (PN 10751-A) filter must be used with no modifications. 

IAME X-30 125cc 

11.31   IAME X-30 TAG 125cc: 

11.31.1 Stroke: 54mm 

11.31.2 Bore: 54.28mm maximum 

11.31.3 Rod Length: 102mm 

11.31.4 Piston Type: Single Rail Ring 

11.31.5 Port Height (Maximum Degrees): 127 

11.31.6 Port Height LAD Tool:  

11.31.7 Cylinder Head Volume (cc): 10.6cc with LAD tool 

11.31.8 Minimum Squish: 0.035” 

11.31.9 Reed Thickness: 0.012” 

11.31.10 Ignition: Selettra or PVL Digital 

11.31.11 Timing:  

11.31.12 Clutch: Shoe non-adjustable IAME 

11.31.13 Carburetor: Tillotson HW-27A (27mm Venturi), must remain as supplied with conformity 
to IAME X-30/Tillotson HW-27A pdf specifications.  Buttonhead screw in throttle plate is not allowed. 

11.31.14 Exhaust: OEM IAME X-30 exhaust, as per homologation file. 

11.31.15 Airbox: OEM IAME (PN 10751-A) filter must be used with no modifications. 

11.31.16 Radiator: OEM IAME radiator, as supplied in kit. 

11.31.17 Junior Modifications: Substitute Junior header for X-30 Junior Header with 29mm 
restrictions (Part # X30125366). 


